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Our ability to seethe world in depth is a major accomplishmentof the brain. Previous models of
how positionally disparate cuesto the two eyesare binocularly matched limit possiblematches by
invoking uniquenessand continuity constraints. These approaches cannot explain data wherein
uniquenessfails and changesin contrast alter depthpercepts,or where surface discontinuities cause
surfacesto be seenin depth, although they are registered by only one eye (da Vinci stereopsis).A
new stereopsis model explains these depth percepts by proposing how cortical complex cells
binocularly filter their inputs and how monocular and binocular complex cells compete to
determine the winning depth signals. ~ 1997Elsevier ScienceLtd
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INTRODUCTION
One of the greatchallengesin contemporaryscienceis to
explain how the brain transformsthe scintillating patterns
of light that impinge on our two two-dimensionalretinas
into three-dimensionalperceptsof objects seenin depth.
In order to accomplish this, the brain needsto determine
which image features on the two retinas belong together,
despite the fact that the positions of these features are
different on eacheye, and dependupon how far away an
object is and on where the eyesare looking. Through this
binocular matching process, the brain converts the
positionally disparate features on the two retinas into
single object locations seenin depth, and then organizes
these individual locations in depth into the boundaries
that surroundthe objects that we see.The brain's problem
is complicated by the fact that whole regions of a scene
may be visible to only one eye. Nevertheless, these
monocularly defined regions are still perceived at the
correct depths. The present work describes a model of
how this binocular matching processtakes place in the
visual cortex and uses the model to explain recent
psychophysical and neural data that previous models
have not accommodated.The model also clarifies how
constraints on binocular matching and boundary formation, that may at first seemto be at odds with one another,
can be reconciled.
For many years, random dot stereogramshave been
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usedto probe how the brain doesstereomatching (Julesz,
1971). In sucha stereogram,randomdots seenby one eye
are paired with positionally shifted dots that are seenby
the othereye. The binocular disparities of the paired dots
are used by the brain to compute percepts of relative
depth. The contrast polarity of the dots with respect to
their backgroundcan greatly alter the depth percept. For
example,randomdots that are presentedto the two eyes
with oppositecontrastpolarities aretreatedas statistically
independentand are not matched binocularly (Harris &
Parker, 1995). The same dots can, however, be fused if
their background is changed so that both sets of dots
appearbrighter or darker thanthe background.Additional
psychophysicalstudieshave usedbars rather than dots to
provide examples wherein a single feature seenby one
eye can be non-uniquely matched with more than one
feature seenby the other. More generally, these studies
show how the numberof matchesand the depths at which
they are perceived depend upon the patterns of image
contrast that are seen by both eyes, as in studies of
dichoptic masking (McKee et ai., 1994) and variants of
Panum's limiting case(McKee et ai., 1995; Smallman &
McKee, 1995) (Fig. 1). These instructive properties of
binocular matching are not accounted for by classical
models of stereopsis (Sperling, 1970; Julesz, 1971;
Nelson, 1975; Marr & Poggio, 1976).
Previousmodels also fail to explain the depthpercepts
that occur in the presenceof surfacediscontinuities. For
example, when surfacesin a sceneabruptly terminate,as
at occluding walls of a room, one or both eyesmay detect
regions that are not registeredby the other eye. Although
they generate no binocular disparities, these "halfoccluded" (Belhumeur & Mumford, 1992; Anderson &
Nakayama, 1994) regions are attributed their correct
binocular depth. This da Vinci stereopsis phenomenon
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FIGURE 1. Illustrative binocular stimuli. (a) Unambiguous binocular stimulus composed of two distinct bars presented
dichoptically (eacheye is presentedwith a shifted version of the two bars). Two bright bars are perceived floating in front of a
black background.The shadedcircles indicatethe geometry of the binocular perceptas viewed from above. Eachshadedcircle
correspondsto a perceived edgeof a bar. The unshadedcircles representsome of the false matches thatare not perceived. (b) In
an example of Panum's limiting case,onebar is presentedto the right eye, while two shifted bars are presentedto the left eye.
The binocular disparity betweenthe right eyebar and each of the left eye bars is equal and opposite in sign. The right eye bar
fuses with both left eye bars. Two bars are perceived floating in depth, one in front of and the other behind the fixation plane
(zero disparity by definition).

imposes a number of constraints upon the design of the object with respect to its background reverses as one
visual system. For example, unmatched monocular traversesthe boundary (Grossberg,1994). Since complex
regions must be able to survive whatever form of cells pool signals from both contrast polarities, subsebinocular filtering occurs in the cortex. Computationally, quent cortical processingstages can track the boundary
this suggests the inclusion of monocular cells that independentof its direction of contrast.
incorporate eye-of-origin information (Nakayama &
Further structure is needed to explain binocular
Shimojo, 1990; Tyler, 1983) within the binocular matching, however, since it is known that while light!
matching stage of vision.
light and dark/dark binocular matchesare effective, light!
dark and dark/light matches are not (Belhumeur &
Mumford, 1992; von Helmholtz, 1910/1925;Ohzawa et
METHODS
ai., 1990). They cancel at the matching stage. This
Our new neural model of binocular vision explains property helps to explain how the brain matchesleft and
phenomenasuchas da Vinci stereopsisby analyzing how right eye signals that may be derived from the same
the visual system copes with surface discontinuities object feature.
(Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg & McLoughlin, 1997;
How doesthe brain reconcile the seeminglyconflicting
McLoughlin & Grossberg, 1994). We show herein how requirements of binocularly matching like-polarity sigthis model explains key data about the non-uniqueness nals from the same object features, and building object
and contrastsensitivity of binocular matching.The model boundariesthat pool acrosscontrastpolarity? The model
hereby shows how, by appropriately renouncing the proposes that like contrast polarities are binocularly
uniqueness and continuity constraints of previous matched before the matched contrasts from opposite
models, it can account for many more psychophysical contrast polarities are pooled together. The model also
and neural data about stereomatching.
shows how this matching process incorporates simple
The model accomplishes this by proposing how cells with even and odd receptive fields, both of which
cortical complex cells carry out binocular matching, contribute to complex cell firing (Ohzawa et ai., 1990;
and how monocular and binocular cortical cells compete Pollen & Ronner, 1981). Pooling even and odd cell
to determine the winning match or matches. Complex signals eliminates a number of spurious binocular
cells are modeled herein as disparity-sensitivecells that matches which could otherwise lead to incorrect depth
pool signals from cortical simple cells that are sensitive estimates(Grossberg& McLoughlin, 1997; McLoughlin
to similar orientations but opposite contrastpolarities in & Grossberg,1994).
the image (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). Hence,a complex cell
Figure 2(a) summarizesa complex cell model circuit
can fire to either light or dark image features that are that realizes these properties. Here, left and right eye
presentedat the cell's preferred disparity. This property simple cells with the same symmetry and contrast
of complexcells helps to explain how the brain computes polarity are binocularly matched. Disparity is encoded
perceptsof object boundaries,even if the contrast of the by a horizontal shift in the centersof the left and right eye
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FIGURE 2. Model circuits of the inputs to cortical complex cells. (a) Binocular complex cells receive inputs from horizontally
displaced monocular simple cells. Pairs of simple cells with shifted receptive fields of each contrast polarity and symmetry are
binocularly matched.Opposite polarity matchesinhibit eachother, at the seriesof circles, and the half-wave rectified resultsare
passedonto the binocular complex cell for summation. Binocular and monocular complex cells thencompete with each other to
encode the simple cell inputs. SeeFig. 3. (b) Monocular complex cells receive input from only one eye.s simple cells (either the
left or the right). Opposite contrast simple cell inputs inhibit each other at the matching stage. and once again the half-wave
rectified outputs of this stageare passedonto the complex cell for summation. It is possible to imagine the initial matching stage
occurring at intermediatebinocular simple cells whose outputscompete and summate to form the binocular complex cell. Here
it is implemented by convergenceof simple cell inputs into the complex cell's dendritic field.

receptive fields. No binocular matching occurs between
the inputs to the monocular complex cells [Fig. 2(b)].
Instead,the monocular simple cell activity is passedonto
the matching stage. In either case,cells with opposite
symmetry and contrast polarity inhibit each other at this
matching stage.The net activity from each matchis then
half-wave rectified to generate outputs from all four
combinations of symmetry and polarity that summateat
complex cells. Ohzawa et al. (1990) presenteda similar
model of binocular complex cell summation. A small
difference between our model and theirs is that we code
disparity by horizontal shifts in the left and right eye
receptive field centers,while they use phasedifferences.
A large difference is that they do not addresshow false
matchesare suppressedamongmonocular and binocular
cells, nor how relative contrast influences binocular
matching.
It is worth noting that the model circuit depicted in Fig.
2(a), which closely resemblesFig. 3(b) of Ohzawa et al.
(1990), is capable of accounting for the Harris & Parker
(1995) data. Harris & Parker demonstrated that noisy
random dot stereogramscomposed of dots lighter and
darker than the background are more efficiently fused
than noisy random dot stereogramscomposed of only

light or dark dots. They explained their results by
suggesting that dark dots are matched only with dark
dots and that light dots are matched only with light dots.
Hence, a light dot in one eye has less chance of matching
a "noisy" dot in the other eye if the noise dots are both
light and dark, rather than just light alone. This property
is instantiated within our model circuit by having
opposite polarity matches inhibit each other at the
matching stage. Opposite polarity dots will not match,
although the same mechanism will match either light to
light or dark to dark. Harris & Parker also found that if
only one set of the light or dark dots had noise added,then
efficiency was intermediate to either set alone. They
proposed that "although contrast polarity may be usedto
assist binocular matching in a population of disparityselective neurons, the signal delivered by the output of
such neurons may reflect only the disparity values and
may fail to indicate which feature generated any
particular disparity value" (p. 810). By combining the
half-wave rectified outputs of our matching process,the
output stageof Fig. 2(a) exemplifies this property. In fact,
Fig. 2(a) accountsfor the Harris & Parkerdata setwithout
resorting to separate ON and OFF binocular complex
cells.
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FIGURE 3. Competition between complex cells. (a) Caricature of the inhibition between binocular and monocular complex
cells. Complex cells competeto encodethe incoming stimulation. Each input can make many possible matches,some of which
are depicted by the circular spotsin (a). Monocular complex cell responsesare depicted at zero disparity as filled black (left eye)
or white (right eye)circles. Striped circles indicate binocular complex cell responses.Complex cells coding near (negative) and
far (positive) disparities along with the monocular complex cells are depicted. Inhibition occurs along the projection lines of the
inputs depicted in (a). In particular, all complex cells which lie along any particular line attemptto encode the same monocular
input. This competition includes monocular complexcells to cope with da Vinci stereopsis.(b) A more detailed overview of the
inhibition between complex cells. Monocular inputs are presentedfor simplicity as two overlapping patterns of spatialactivity.
As canbe seen,for a single left or right eye input, many complex cells are activatedto someextent. Inhibition betweendifferent
disparities takes allelotropia into consideration; that is, the fact that a binocularly fused stimulus is perceived to lie
approximately halfway betweenits monocularhalf-images. Explicit equationswhich instantiate sucha process arepresentedin
Appendix I. Within-disparity inhibition helps to spatially sharpenthe complex cells' response.Note: only positive disparities
are shown for clarity.

The presentmodel handlesfalse matches,or binocular
combinations of input features that are not perceived
(Julesz,1971),asfollows. Eachbinocular scenegenerally
containsmany false matches,as well asa smallernumber
of perceivedmatches;seeFig. 1. Within the model, false
matchesare suppressedby competition along the line of
sight. In this manner, cells that attemptto code the same
input compete for activation. This mechanismhas been
utilized by a number of previous models (Julesz, 1971;
Marr & Poggio, 1976). Unlike previous models, we
include monocular cell responseswithin the competition
to help deal with surface discontinuities (Grossberg,
1994; Grossberg& McLoughlin, 1997). Complex cells,
whether monocular or binocular, must be sufficiently
active before they can begin to inhibit their competitors.
Our complex cell model also frees us from imposing
uniquenessconstraints on the selection process. Each
feature is capable of making and maintaining multiple
binocular matchesat the complex cells unlessone match
is much stronger than the rest. A complete set of
equations detailing our implementation of this model is
presentedin Appendix I.

Tyler (1983) was perhaps the first to propose the
inclusion of monocular cortical units into an explanation
of the physiological basis of fusion. However, unlike the
current model, which enforces competition between
binocular and monocular cortical units, Tyler suggested
that monocular and binocular units integrate their
responsestogether unless their visual directions differed
too greatly. The proposedintegration was usedto explain
why the monocular half-images are not seen in
binocularly fused presentations.

RESULTS
This fusion of ideas about complex cell filtering, the
role of monocular cells, and line-of -sight inhibition
allows a single implementation to account for how
subjects perceive ranum's limiting case [Fig. 4(a)],
ranum's not-so-limiting case [Fig. 4(b)], contrast
variants thereof [Fig. 5(a-d]) and dichoptic masking
[Fig. 6(a-c)]. No previous model hashad this explanatory
range. Sevenpools of disparity-selective complex cells,
correspondingto horizontal pixel shifts of -15, -5, -2,
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to farther than the fixation plane and the negative d
direction correspondingto nearerthan the fixation plane.
Outputs from the monocular complex cells are shown
alongside for comparison.
In Fig. 4(a), two equal contrast-defined bars are
Left eyeInput
Right eye Input
presentedto the right eye, while one bar is presentedto
the left (McKee et af., 1995). Both right eye bars make
equivalently good matches with the left eye bar.
Binocular complex cells coding the near and far
disparities preserve these matches, since neither match
is strong enough to suppress the other. The model
y
x
x
responseto this input pattern is presentedunderneaththe
x
Right Monocular
Left Monocular
Disparity Map
input. All three bars are matchedbinocularly. Two fused
bars
are perceived at nearand far disparities,and there is
(a)
no activity at the left or right eye monocular complex
cells. In Fig. 4(b), a second bar is added to the left eye
input. In this case,binocular cells correspondingto the far
disparity encode all four bars. The binocular complex
cells correspondingto the near match seenin Fig. 4(a) are
suppressedby the combined effects of the two binocular
matches at the far disparity. This occurs as both far
Left eye Input
Right eye Input
matches share common inputs with the near match
perceived previously.
In Fig. 5(a), a secondbar is once againaddedto the left
eye, but it is of much lower contrast,relative to the bars in
y
the right eye (Smallman & McKee, 1995). Binocular
complex cells once again attempt to encode the inputs
into
two far matchesand the one near match. However,
x
x
x
Right Monocular
this time one of the two far matches(the additional bar
Left Monocular
Disparity Map
with the left-most left eye bar) is composedof two inputs
(b)
of very dissimilar contrast.This far match is significantly
FIGURE 4. Simulations of some binocular stimuli from McKee et aJ. weaker and is suppressedbefore it reachesthreshold by
(1995). For eachexample, left and right eye inputs aredisplayed above the strong near match with which it shares common
the computedoutputs. Inputs are presentedschematically using a gray
inputs. The model thus responds as shown. The high
scale code which represents the absolute luminance at each point.
contrastbars make equal and oppositebinocular matches
Outputs from the model are presentedbeneath each set of inputs. In
,which
suppressall possible binocular matchesof the low
each case, two sets of monocular (left and right), and seven sets of
binocular cells competeto encode the inputs. The binocular cell pools contrastbar. The low contrastbar is representedinstead
are broken up into three sets of increasingly positive (far) disparity by monocular left eye complex cells, which are not
tuned cells, three sets of increasingly negative (near) disparity tuned
inhibited, as they do not share inputs with either of the
cells, and cells tuned to the fixation plane (zero disparity). As in the
psychophysical study, the model fixates the background. Monocular binocular matches.
Smallman & McKee (1995) investigated this effect
outputs from each simulation are presented on either side of the
collapsed binocular disparity map. The vertical axis (d) of the disparity extensively using a variety of contrastsfor the additional
map representsthe disparity at which key features in the input scenes bar and for the matching bars. We attempted to model
are fused. (a) Panum's limiting case. Two contrast-definedbars with
their results by varying the contrast of the additional bar
Michelson contrasts, defined as CM = (LMAX-LBACK)/(LMAX+
over a wide range of values, as depicted in Fig. 5(b-d). If
LBACK),where LMAXis the luminance of the bar, and LBACKis the
background luminance, of 0.43 are presentedto the right eye, while the contrastof the additional bar is only slightly less [Fig.
one bar is presented to the left. As described in the text, the model 5(b)] or slightly more [Fig. 5(c)] than the matchingbars,
matches the single left eye bar to both right eye bars, producing the both binocular far matches are retained. This occurs
depicted disparity map. (b) Panum's not-so-limiting case. When a
because,oncethe imbalancedbinocular far complexcells
second bar of CM = 0.43 is added to the left eye's input, all bars are
exceed their threshold, their inhibitory effects combine
matched uniquely behind the fixation plane. See text for details.
with the balancedfar match to suppressthe complexcells
encodingthe balancednearmatch.Two matchessuppress
one and the results are depicted in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c).
0, +2, +5, and +15, along with monocular complex left If, however, the additional bar is of much higher contrast
than the matching bars, a significant imbalance occurs
and right eye cell pools were simulated in eachcase.Each
once again [Fig. 5(d)]. This time the monocular left eye
pool of complex cells completely tiled the input images.
cells are more strongly activated by the high contrast
In all the following figures, outputs from the seven
stimulus than are any of the binocular complex cells that
disparity pools are collapsed together to form a single
attempt to encode it. The monocular complex cells
disparity map, with the positive d direction corresponding
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FIGURE 5. Contrast effects of the additional bar. Smallman & McKee (1995) analyzed the effect of varying the contrast of the
second left eye bar. They found that, in general, stimuli of different contrasts fuse only over a limited range of contrast
differences. Here, we replicate their basic finding that stimuli, in this case bars, must be of similar contrast to be fused. (a) If the
additional bar is of much lower contrast than the matching bars (0.10 vs 0.43), the additional bar is effectively ignored and the
brighter left eye bar fuses with both right eye bars. See text for details. However, if the additional bar is of lower (b) but similar
contrast (0.36), or higher (c) but similar contrast (0.47), the four bars fuse uniquely behind the fixation plane. (d) If the additional
bar is of much higher ~ontrast (0.73), it matches the monocular complex cells better than any binocular complex cells, and in
doing so excludes it from being matched with either of the right eye bars. This results in non-unique matching of the lower
contrast left eye bar. See text for details.

suppressall binocular matches of the high contrast left
eye bar. This frees the lower contrastmatching bars from
the influence of the additional bar, and hence they fuse
into the Panum's limiting case arrangementas before.
These examples illustrate how contrast and monocular
cells can influence the binocular matching process.
In Fig. 6(a), detection of a low contrastbar (probe) to
the right eye is greatly reduced by simultaneous
presentation of a high contrast bar at the same retinal
location in the left eye. This effect is known as dichoptic
masking (Legge, 1979). As in the previous examples,
becausethe two bars have very different contrasts,the
modeldoesnot fuse them. The higher contrastleft eye bar
activates monocular complex cells which suppress all
possible binocular matches with right eye stimuli. This
causesthe low contrast right eye bar to be coded by right
eye monocular cells. This model of binocular fusion
represents the initial stages of a more complete

computational model of how three-dimensionalsurface
representationsare generated (Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg & McLoughlin, 1997). Within this expandedmodel,
the monocular left and right eye complex cell activities
are pooled together at subsequentstages. In particular,
monocular and binocular complex cells group togetherto
form elongated boundary contours which are fed into a
filling-in stage, which generatessurfaces from enclosed
regions. As the left and right eye bars are representedat
the same retinal coordinates within the monocular
complex cell pools, the final surface percept will be a
mixture of the two monocular views.
When in Fig. 6(b), a second high contrastbar is added
to the right eye, binocular complex cells encode the two
bright bars at a near disparity and the low contrastbar is
easier to detect. This happens because the two high
contrast bars make the best binocular match and this
matchsuppressesall other matchesof thesebars.The low
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FIGURE 6. Dichoptic masking stimuli from McKee et al. (1994). (a) Basic dichoptic masking stimulus. A high contrastbar
(0.43)is presentedto the left eye, while a low contrast (0.10) bar is presentedat the sameretinal location in the right eye. Both
bars remain unfused as their contrasts differ too much. Dichoptic masking occurs as a result of pooling the left and right eye
monocular complex cell outputs together at a subsequentstage of processing. In particular, the responsesof monocular and
binocular complex cells are grouped together to form elongated boundary contours which are fed into a filling-in stage which
generatessurfaces from enclosedregions. As the left and right eye bars are presented at the sameretinal coordinates,the final
surface percept is a mixture of the two monocular views. (b) A second high contrast bar is added to the right eye. Both high
contrastbars matchand are encodedby the near complex cell pool. The low contrastright eye bar continuesto be encodedby the
right eye monocular complex cell pool. Unmasking of this low contrast probe occurs as the binocularly fused bar is shifted
relative to the monocular bar, and there is no activity in the monocular complex left eye cell pool. (c) Once again, if the
additional right eye bar is of a very different contrast (0.10), the left and right eye inputs remain unfused. Dichoptic masking
returns as the probe, which is encoded in the monocular complex right eye cells, is pooled with the left eye mask, which is
encoded at the same retinal location in the monocular complex left eye cell pool as before.

contrast bar is once again represented by right eye
monocular complex cells. Since the binocularly matched
maskingstimulus is shifted in depthfrom the low contrast
probe, detectability of the latter increases.As there is no
left eye monocular activity, the low contrast probe is
unmasked as the final surface percept will originate
solely from the right eye input. In Fig. 6(c), the contrast
of the additional right eye bar is changedto that of the
low contrast bar. Now the high contrast left eye bar
makes its best match once again with the left eye
monocular cell pool. This suppresses all binocular
matches of the left eye bar. The two right eye bars are
thus coded within the right eye monocular cell pool.
Since the high contrast left eye bar falls in the same
retinal location as the probe, poorer detectability of the

probe again ensuesas the monocular left and right eye
complex cell activities are pooled at subsequentstagesof
the model.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a new model of
stereopsis which includes: (a) a contrast-sensitive
matching scheme in which (i) even and odd symmetric
receptive fields summate; (ii) same direction-of-contrast
subunits match while opposite polarities inhibit each
other; and (iii) matched opposites summate at the
complex cell level; (b) monocular cells compete with
binocular cells; and (c) competition occurs only between
cells which code the sameinput (line of sight inhibition).
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This model helps to explain how surface discontinuities
lead to monocularly viewed regions being perceived at
the depth of a neighboring binocularly viewed region
during da Vinci stereopsis(Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg
& McLoughlin, 1997),and in so doing, can also account
for key data on non-uniquenessand contrast sensitivity
during binocular matching.
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where R andL denote left and right eye inputs, i andj the center of the
cell's response field, cx a decay parameter (10); U and B reversal
potentials that bound upper and lower cell activity levels (1, I); Ipq the
input at position (p,q); [x]+ is the half-wave rectification operator
max(x, 0); and Cpq and Spq the center and surround kernels (twodimensional Gaussians with standard deviations of 0.5 and 1.5,
respectively).

Kernels Cpq and Spqare balanced so that their areas are

equal.
Inputs to the complex cells were defined as:
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where Ixl is the full-wave rectification operator, and the Eij represent
even andodd symmetric simple cell receptive fields defined asfollows:
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The Wdweigh the left (L) and right (R) eyecontributions to complex
cell responses at disparity d. Monocular complex cells were
constructed by setting the summation woven/odd
equal to zero for one
eye and scaling the remaining woven/odd
to be approximately equal to
2W~ven/odd,
where W~ven/odd
is one of the two summationkernels of a
zero-disparity binocular complex cell. .0. defines the period of the
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simple cells (27t); k defines their orientation (for this study only
vertically oriented cells were investigated,so k was set equal to p, the
horizontal dummy variable), and up and Uq their extent (2, 1.5).
The complex cell potentials Cd(t) of both monocular and binocular
cells interact with each other via a membraneequation.

units of different disparities d and e. Monocular complex units are
describedby zero disparity kernels:
Npde= Ddeexp(-U;(p + Kder) for d # e; else
Npdd= Dd [exp (-Ucp2) -exp

dC~
- d' =
t
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where p and')'are scale constants(0.01, 15); reversalpotentialsAc and
Bc bound the activity of the complex units (I, I); feedback signal fix)
is a threshold-linear function; fix) = x -T if x > T; otherwise fix) = 0
(T= 0.025); and Npdeis the inhibitory kernel between the complex
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Inhibition betweencelIs tuned to different disparities is defined by a
shifted Gaussian kernel whose shift Kde varies with the difference
between d and e, 0";=0.025, and Dde= I. Inhibition between celIs
coding the samedisparity is defined by the difference of two Gaussians
with Dd = 2.5, O"c=0.15, and us=0.15. Complex celI potentials
were integrated through time using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method until a steady state was reached, as depicted in Figs 4, 5

and6.

